
Your lift reflects your property.  
Is yours making the right impression?

LIFT REFURBISHMENT

GREAT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE



DOES YOUR LIFT NEED A MAKEOVER?
Reasons for undertaking a cosmetic refurbishment of your lift:
• Improve the image of your building and therefore your company
• Make your lift look brand new at a fraction of the cost of a new lift
• Match the colour scheme and décor of your property
• Meet DDA Compliancy

“With hundreds of possibilities from wood, metallics, granite or stone 
finishes, patterns, logos and iconic scenery, we’re confident we can find 
the look that will work for you.”  Christian Taylor - R J Lift Services Project Manager

NATURAL SERIES
Authentic woodgrain options, highlighting the grain of the 
species, for walls or floors. A vast choice of coloured anti slip 
floor finishes to complement the look. All with eco credentials 
for great looking yet durable surfaces.

Alternative Floor Colours

Alternative Wall Colours

RJPC129

Honed Limestone

RJPC183

Doric Marble

RJPM132

Lulworth Stone

RJPZ017

Stucco Clay

RJPB023

Cumbrian Slate



“You’ll be amazed and delighted with your refurbished lift with its brand-
new lift car walls, anti-slip flooring, skirtings, mirror, handrails, modern 
control panel and low energy lighting with emergency backup.”

OBJECTIVES
The objective is to improve the 
look and feel of your lift so that it 
better reflects the way you want 
people to see your property. 

Ceiling and lighting

Car operating 
panel (COP)

Mirror

Handrail

Skirting

Flooring

Walls

CONTEMPORARY SERIES
A variety of metal finishes can be used to create a sleek, 
contemporary finish – creating an opulent timeless experience.

RJPA105 RJPA106RJPB099 RJPB141

Metal Foil Patina VapourChrome Blue Alchemy Storm Tempus Harmony

RJPP122

Alternative Wall Colours

Alternative Floor Colours

A cosmetic refurbishment would usually include:



COLOUR SERIES
Our standard colour range offers a vast range of subtle pastel 
tones and vibrant statement colours with a choice of anti-slip 
floors at a realistic, competitive price.

“Landing doors and surrounds can also be included as part of the project 
to ensure your lift looks as good outside as it does inside!”

RJPB001

RJPF4050

RJPC049

RJPF4220

RJPC188

RJPC189

RJPF4190

RJPF008

RJPF4310

RJPM103

RJPF4230

Alternative Floor Colours

Alternative Wall Colours



THE WRAP
Whether you want to represent corporate 
branding, company ethos or just a relaxing image, 
we can transform your lift interior into a peaceful, 
stimulating or breathtaking view.

SIGNATURE SERIES
Showcase the personality of your brand with an audacious statement of high-end sophistication. Our bespoke 
range of Signature lift interiors combine timeless elegance with your own distinctive style.

And finish off with distinctive, modern 
flooring. Our creative team will transform 
logos, motifs, patterns or even just ideas 
into a beautiful, individual floor, with your 
own bespoke colour scheme.

“Our Signature range of lift interiors are the ultimate in elegant luxury, 
designed with you to reflect your corporate branding in an authentic and 
stunning style. Talk to us about your ideas and we’ll help bring them to life!”



Get in touch. Tell us what you are looking to do with your lift so we can discuss the options with you. 
Call: 0800 999 1177    Email: info@rjlifts.co.uk    Visit: rjlifts.co.uk 
Unit 1 Galveston Grove, Oldfield Business Park, Fenton, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire  ST4 3PE

 Advice from trusted experts

 Great service at a fair price

 Dedicated team of experienced engineers

 Nominated project manager

 Project scheduling so you know when the 
  project will start – and finish

 First class service from initial consultation  
 to final sign off and handover of your  
 refurbished lift

 All work carried out to the highest  
 standards, designed to meet the agreed  
 level of footfall

 Safe working, minimized disruption to  
 other users of the property

 Excellent attention to detail

 Over 2000 design options

 Safe – Cosmetic surfaces are all  
 eco certified

 Cosmetic products are sourced from  
 suppliers committed to reducing the  
 carbon footprint of manufacture

RV1A-120

WHO WE ARE
R J Lift Services is a leading, national supplier of lift 
services and lift refurbishments to commercial and 
public sector organisations. Our expert teams have 
years of experience in refurbishing old, tired lift cars 
into fantastic, hardwearing works of beauty, whatever 
the budget. So you can be sure your lift refurbishment 
project will be in good hands.

GREAT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE

For more detail on the options for 
individual lift components, see our  
Lift Refurbishment Car Interior Specifics




